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#### DESCRIPTION

¡Con Briol makes beginning learners beginning speakers. It provides a solid footing in the basics of Spanish and broad cultural awareness that allows beginners to use their Spanish immediately with each other, with Spanish-speaking friends, neighbors and co-workers, and with Spanish speakers around the world.

#### ABOUT THE AUTHOR

**María Concepción Lucas Murillo**, Black Hawk College - Moline, Illinois: Born in Spain, María Concepción or "Conchita", moved to the US in 1981. She attended the University of Iowa, and has been working at Black Hawk College since 1987. At Black Hawk College, Conchita has taught a variety of languages at different levels while also participating as advisor to international students, organizer of international events like the annual Fall Foreign Film Festival; the Hispanic Month; The Foreign Language Awareness Day; and to contribute to Black Hawk College’s International Festival.

**Laila Dawson**, University of Richmond (Emeritus): Laila Dawson was born in Buenos Aires, lived in Mexico City and has shared her love for travel and service-learning with students by developing and leading programs in Spain, Venezuela, Ecuador, Costa Rica and Honduras. Dawson received her B.A. in Spanish Language and Literature from Wilson College and an M.A. from the
University of Wisconsin, Madison. Dawson received the University of Richmond "Distinguished Educator" award in 1992 and was named to the "best professor" list 1998. Dawson has been writing Spanish textbooks for over a quarter of a century.
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**NEW TO EDITION**

- Improved presentation of new material, optimizing learners’ ability to integrate new language while engaging and motivating them.

- Updated Teacher Annotations in the Instructors Annotated edition, including additional suggestions and alternatives for the use of WileyPLUS.

- A simplified approach to presenting grammar through three to six Gramática sections per chapter. Explanations are brief, concise and facilitate student comprehension.

- Several new segments in ¡Videos en acción!

- Several ¡Lectura en acción! sections with new readings adapted from newspapers published in Spanish-speaking countries.

- A section of course resources including a map and statistics on all Spanish-speaking countries, phrases for classroom instructions, a listing of country names with the corresponding adjectives of nationalities, the Appendices with the dialogs and activities related to ¡Diálogos en acción!, and Spanish/English, English/Spanish glossaries.

- Additional revisions to the fourth edition include a variety of interactive activities in the WileyPLUS version of the text, updated ¿Sabes que…? culture notes, PowerPoints, Workbook and Lab Manual, Grammar Handbook, and Testing Program.
 FEATURES

Sequencing and Structure. Each ¡En acción! activity set begins with one tightly-structured practice exercise designed to "ground" the student and build all-important self-confidence. This initial exercise is followed by carefully sequenced semi-controlled and then more open-ended communicative activities.

Variety. ¡Con brío! Fourth Edition includes both whole-class activities lead by the instructor and a significant number of pair and small-group activities. Instructors can pick and choose from a rich selection of vocabulary and grammar practice activities depending on class time available. Activities are designed to be engaging, practical, and relevant.

Tu mundo en vivo section at the end of each chapter provides culture-based input activities and a variety of output activities that draw on all language skills. Accompanying strategies give students tools to express their own ideas in Spanish within a real-life context.

Instructors’ annotations identify related ACTFL standards and modes of communication. Updated Teacher Annotations include additional suggestions for the use of WileyPLUS.

A simplified approach to presenting grammar 3-6 Gramática sections per chapter. Explanations are brief, concise and facilitate student comprehension. Improved presentation of new material, optimizing learners’ ability to integrate new language while engaging and motivating them.

Course resources including a map and statistics on all Spanish speaking countries, phrases for classroom instructions, a listing of country names with the corresponding adjectives of nationalities, the Appendices with the dialogs and activities related to ¡Diálogos en acción!, and Spanish/English, English/Spanish glossaries.

To purchase this product, please visit https://www.wiley.com/en-us/9781119320531